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Barbarianspy, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Nothing zings directly to the phallic like a well-hefted cigar. A
distinctive, hard, yet soft cylindrical shape to be held, fondled, and sucked lovingly and sensuously
in the mouth, providing not only strong sensations of taste, smell, and feel, but also a touch of the
hedonist. A throb of risk to one s health with red hot heat at its tip. The authors provide a panoply
of gay male short stories that are varied in length, style, mood, and subject matter, all centering on
celebrating the good ole cigar, and its effect on male-male relationships, in all its phallic glory. So,
sit back, with or without your lover at your side, light up, and enjoy a good smokin time. The writing
partners, habu and Sabb, living continents apart, one on the East coast of the United States and the
other on the East coast of Australia, have met in cyber space and woven this collection of twelve,
cigar based, erotic fantasies. WARNINGS: Contains M/M, cigars, BDSM, more cigars, graphic
language, even more cigars, fetish, sex toys, anal sex, group sex, reluctance, and cigars.
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Merely no words and phrases to describe. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Hyman Auer-- Hyman Auer

I actually started out looking over this publication. It can be writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will probably be
transform as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.
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